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Behavioral Economics in Action:
Helping Patients Make Healthy Decisions

Behavioral Economics-informed Interventions

Key Behavioral Economics Concepts and Definitions for Healthcare

BEHAVIORAL ECONOMICS & HEALTHCARE
How to make it easier for individuals to make healthy decisions

https://www.managedhealthcareexecutive.com/view/using-behavioral-economics-to-influence-healthcare-decisions

https://www.greenbook.org/mr/market-research-news/lessons-from-thinking-fast-slow-system-1-and-system-2/

https://link.springer.com/epdf/10.1007/s11936-020-00824-y?sharing_token=HleCS2D7ERz9VC1mP5eGF_e4RwlQNchNByi7wbcMAY6W8nUIlXoi7RxKxeFGeoSaucPIFVxUiIe8ik9bI8Gsplc1CFOJ_lmpY7qgOMgixQ-gLjC5QYJFthoHu9hRWmIM3scP5PP4VjY29A2cGSH-gyRzydmt-q-Cm4brnfY7qpY%3D

https://link.springer.com/epdf/10.1007/s11936-020-00824-y?sharing_token=HleCS2D7ERz9VC1mP5eGF_e4RwlQNchNByi7wbcMAY6W8nUIlXoi7RxKxeFGeoSaucPIFVxUiIe8ik9bI8Gsplc1CFOJ_lmpY7qgOMgixQ-gLjC5QYJFthoHu9hRWmIM3scP5PP4VjY29A2cGSH-gyRzydmt-q-Cm4brnfY7qpY%3Dhttps://www.commonwealthfund.org/publications/newsletter-article/focus-using-behavioral-economics-advance-population-health-and https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11166-019-09298-1https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0234149

 THINKING SYSTEM 1
A perceptual and intuitive system, 
generating involuntary impressions 
that do not need to be expressed in 
words. This system is fast to react, 
automatic, associative, emotional, 
effortless and learns through repeated 
experiences and gradually over time.

 THINKING SYSTEM 2
The conscious, reasoning self that has 
beliefs makes choices and decides 
what to think about and what to do. 
Allocates attention to the effortful 
mental activities that demand it, 
including complex computations.

• Hyperbolic Discounting: Refers to patients, when given a choice, selecting a small benefit in the short term
instead of a larger advantage in the longer term.

• Translating information: Aims to change the format or presentation of information while retaining original content.
 
• Making Information Visible: Designed to bring previously hidden information to the forefront. 

• Decision Structure: Alters the arrangement of the options or the decision-making format.
  

• Loss Aversion: This refers to the tendency to prefer avoiding
a loss instead of acquiring the equivalent gains.

• Information Avoidance: Refers to situations where a person may
avoid obtaining information or knowledge that is readily available. 

• Time Perception: If people’s perception of time follows a near
logarithmic process (as heat, sound and light do), then estimates
of individual discounting will be mis-measured and incorrectly
suggest hyperbolic discounting, even if discounting over
subjective time is constant.

• Bounded Rationality: There are limits to humans’ rationality in
decision-making based on thinking capacity, available information
and time, regardless of intelligence of education. 

• Nudges: These provide indirect or subtle suggestions to guide
behavioral change. 

• Choice Overload: This accounts for a mental fatigue when
a person is faced with multiple decision points, usually
resulting in defaulting to previous known behavior.

Because most thought is unconscious and based on individual experience, behavioral change strategy in healthcare
needs to anticipate these thought patterns and proactively address them. Some key concepts and definitions
highlighting behavioral economics impacting healthcare include:

“The goal of behavioral economics is to identify the various triggers that shift
behavior and then use those triggers to create an environment that makes it easier

for individuals to make healthy decisions.”                                                                                                                          - Rick Leander, CEO of LFB Holdings 

In healthcare, we once believed people made rational decisions based on logic and
evidence. In reality, we are beginning to understand that individuals are strongly

influenced by their own experiences, cultures and biases. This concept, often
referred to as behavioral economics, is causing healthcare leaders to rethink

how they communicate more effectively with their patients.
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Proactively send information directly, 
but include easy to understand
education interpreting the info
(what does this mean for me?)
and clear next steps navigation
(what do I do now?).

Make relevant information easily
accessible, and deliver it in small segments 
so as to not overwhelm.

Information Avoidance

Example: Patients can sometimes choose to 
ignore their provider’s recommendations for 
usual standards of care. Often driven by being
overwhelmed with too many recommended 
changes at once or fear of receiving bad news.

Instead of a patient walking through
a lengthy self-schedule workflow,
offer the next three available time 
slots.

Provide a decision structure that eliminates 
too many choices and serves up a few
options from which to choose.

Choice Overload

Example: As patients move through their 
days, the easier it is to make a choice, the 
greater the likelihood that they will make it.

Send regular text messages, including 
relevant education and navigation
support, utilizing  positive,
personalized behavior feedback.

Nudges provide subtle but consistent
guidance, which empowers a patient to 
choose while leading them toward better 
long-term choices.

Loss Aversion
 
Example: A financial incentive provided to a 
patient to increase physical activity would be 
more effective when loss-framed.

People often fear missing out on a potential 
reward more than they enjoy receiving it. 
Therefore, framing the potential for loss if a 
patient fails to implement a recommended 
activity may be a stronger driver than a 
potential gain.

Utilize HIPAA-compliant two-way
communication to deliver timely 
health information and reminders to 
increase likelihood of adopting
behavior changes.

Decision Fatigue

Example: People make 100s of choices every 
day, often only the most urgent get one’s 
attention. 

Simple reminders when it’s time to seek 
care help break that cycle. 

Removing items from someone’s to-do list 
reduces the cycle of decision fatigue that 
people battle daily. 

Send timed emails or text messages
to help jog the memory.

Bounded Rationality 

Example: Hyperbolic discounting (individuals 
accept instant gratification at the expense of 
their long-term best interests.)
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